
Under Secretary of the Army

Patrick Murphy is looking for

innovative ideas to improve the

Army.  Army Innovation 2 was

developed to give Soldiers and

Civilians an easy way to share and

collaborate on ideas that will

improve the Army.

“AI2 unleashes the creativity, ingenuity and adaptability of the force to

improve readiness throughout the Army. I encourage all Soldiers and

Civilians to share your ideas for innovation today” said HON Patrick J.

Murphy, Under Secretary of the Army

AI2 replaces the Army Suggestion Program and provides a platform for

unleashing the creativity of the force to bring ideas to valued outcomes. It is

a venue for Army Soldiers and Civilians to share innovative ideas and

creative solutions that positively affect the Army though increased cost

savings, quality, productivity, cycle time, process improvement and/or

morale

             Do you have an idea that will?

            Contribute to safety and security



            Provide

technological solutions to

today’s and tomorrow’s

problems

 Offer competitive

advantage on the battlefield

 Improve morale and

quality of life

             Improve effectiveness and efficiency of operations

            Save money or time

Army Soldiers and Civilians have always been very innovative. Some great

examples include:

The Airfield Manager at Hunter Army Airfield recommended realigning the

fuel points at the petroleum, oil and lubricants facility to refuel aircraft saving

the Army $8.7 million.

A sergeant from Fort Lewis recommended the fabrication and use of a

holding fixture to secure the jacket of the XM 296.50 caliber machine gun

on an OH- 58 Kiowa helicopter, reducing the damage to equipment during

maintenance by 95%.

Join the Conversation and go to

https://www.milsuite.mil/ai2

(https://www.milsuite.mil/ai2)and follow

the 4 steps to share you innovative

idea. Through this site you can also

collaborate with those that have

submitted ideas by voting, discussing

and tracking.

You can use the voting buttons on the top of each idea to weigh in on



whether you think it’s a good one. Offer feedback or subject matter

expertise to help decide whether ideas can be implemented. Keep track of

the ideas you’re interested in to see whether they’re being considered for

implementation.

Important: You must have a milSuite account to create an idea, vote,

comment or follow ideas. Register at https://www.milSuite.mil

(https://www.milsuite.mil/)and if you are having trouble accessing the

AI2 or milSuite sites, contact the help desk at milSuite@mail.mil


